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Impact on Industrial Relations: OverviewImpact on Industrial Relations: Overview

• Reorganisation of 
public IR actors

• Reorganisation of 
social partners

• Developments in 
density rates

• New actors

• Changes in wage 
setting 
mechanisms

• Changes in CB 
level

• Industrial action
• Dispute resolution

• Length of 
agreements

• Pay provisions
• Working time

ACTORS OUTCOMESPROCESSES



Impact of instruments at EU and national level 
on industrial relations during the period of 
crisis (2008-2012)

Strong impact of EU 
level measures

Little or no impact of EU 
level measures

Strong impact of 
national level 
measures
Social partner 
initiatives

Source: Eurofound 2013a



• BE : breakdown of IPA 2011/12 tripartite structure

• HU: abolition of National Interest Conciliation Council 
(tripartite) and replacement by National Economic and 
Social Council (multipartite)

• IE: Workplace Relations Commission to replace 5 
existing employment rights and IR bodies in Ireland

- Labour Relations Commission; Equality Tribunal; National 
Employment Rights Authority; Employment Appeals 
Tribunal Labour Court

by an overall body for employment rights issues handling 
cases on a first instance basis; Labour Court as an appellate 
body 

Impact on Industrial relations: actors Impact on Industrial relations: actors –– 
reorganisation of public IR actorsreorganisation of public IR actors

ACTORS



• RO: new Labour Code and Social Dialogue  Act (2011)


 
puts in place new representativeness criteria for SP

• UK: debate on de-recognition of TU

Impact on IR: actorsImpact on IR: actors
reorganisation of social partnersreorganisation of social partners

ACTORS



• decline of  trade union density (TUs)


 
BG, CY, DK,  EE, LT, LV, SE, SK, UK

• decline of employers organisations density


 
LT first decrease than ….

• rise of employers organisations density


 
DE (of EOs not bound by CAs), CY, EE, LT 

Impact on IR: actors: Impact on IR: actors: 
developments in density ratesdevelopments in density rates

ACTORS



• ES: crisis has favoured the emergence of new social 
movements 

e.g.“15-M Movement” or “Indignados movement

• EL


 
many business-level agreements are drawn up by informal 
associations of workers established under the provisions of the 
new rules on collective bargaining.

• SI


 
rise in new social movements 

Impact on IR: actors  Impact on IR: actors  
new actorsnew actors

ACTORS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples for new social movements are “15-M Movement” or “Indignados movement



Sector level

Company level

Sector and 
company level

Dominant levels of wage 
bargaining

Indexation

National or intersectoral

Pace setting

Higher level agreements or laws

Levels of wage bargaining 2011, 2012Levels of wage bargaining 2011, 2012

PROCESSES Source: Eurofound 
2013c and 2013b)
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Blue countries: 
Those where the dominant level of wage bargaining is the sectoral level

Green countries:
Those where the dominant level of wage bargaining is the company level. 

Mixed: Cyprus, Hungary -> depends on the sector

Lines around the boarders: refer to higher level agreements.

Red lines: indexation mechanisms are in place (LU, CY, MT, BE)

Green lines: industry agreement as pace-maker for other sectors (FI, SE, NO, DK) 

Violet lines: national or intersectoral agreements at higher level are the starting point for lower level negotiations:

Countries with higher level agreements – two tier wage setting
BE: Indexation; Sectoral and intersectoral CB
BG: Recommendations by social partners at intersectoral level (not given in 2010).
CZ: Sectoral CB sets minimum standards and conditions then company level
GR: National intersectoral agreements set overall minimum wage increases and serve as basis for sectoral CB. Now business level Cas can have less favourable conditions than higher level agreements. 
HU: Recommendations at national level, minimum wages serves as base sectoral and company level
IE: Pre-crisis: 1. National/intersectoral agreements Now: decentralisation – company level. Sectoral agreement mechanisms to be revised. Italy
Interconfederal agreement provides max. level of pay increase (linked to inflation) to be 
agreed in industry level agreements.
LT: Company level bargaining, predominant, but in 2009 first time a national level tripartite agreement was reached. To be renegotiated. CB has little importance overall.
RO: National collective agreements set the minimum wage increases (basis for other levels) – abolished in 2012 – orientation towards sector level bargaining – SPs need to seek representativeness status again – opted out from tripartite dialogue – bipartite social partner agreement in place
ES: Intersectoral level bargaining with reference to inflation set the framework for national sectoral, provincial sectoral, company levels (indexation)
Sectoral level In 2010 max. level of pay increase was agreed within intersectoral agreement. 




Indexation mechanisms

Recent debates on or changes of

trend setting agreements 

involvement of the social 
partners, collective bargaining

Wage bargaining: Wage bargaining: 
changes and debates 2011changes and debates 2011--1212

PROCESSES
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Debates on the change of the indexation mechanism, resulting from the recommendations given in the EuroPlus pact:

BE: debated. The IPA for 2011-2012 (notwithstanding a disapproval on behalf of one trade union organisation, fully in place (beginning of 2011)) only allows the regular indexation of salaries and wages in 2011, without any further raise.
LU: A bipartite agreement between the government and the most representative national trade unions was reached. In this government agreed to the indexation of salaries for 2011, while trade unions agreed to the postponement of the pay rise to the third quarter of the year, so as to soften the impact of a predicted rise in oil prices.
CY: recent decision by the Employers and Industrialists Federation (OEB) in February 2012 to recommend that enterprises in the private sector freeze wage increases and pay no cost-of-living increases in 2012 and 2013 caused a major labour dispute between the two sides. Cost of Living Allowance (COLA) system has become a major issue of concern for working people and the government. Troika: it seems that there are recommendations to change or even abolish the existing system -> strongly resisted by the Cypriot trade unions. The government seems to favour a solution between the views supported by the two sides, in an effort not to jeopardise the existing system of industrial relations and to keep a minimum protection for the employees.
MT: SP disagree on the mechanism that determines the COLA. The GWU urged government to discuss the possible introduction of a living wage

Trend setting agreements:
FI: Re-centralisation after a break of several years, social partners have now re-entered into a centralised settlement. The national centralised incomes policy settlement was last applied in Finland in 2005–2007. With an uncertain economic situation in Europe and throughout the world, wide-ranging wage coordination should benefit both employees and companies by offering stability and predictability. EK has however emphasised that the agreement is a framework agreement within which employer associations and trade unions can reach their own agreements on the size of pay increases.
SE: End of 2011: Industry agreement reached – uncertainty reported, whether it will still be taken over. Agreement in the pulp and paper industry also end of 2011:  the first to be reached with the coordination of the Swedish Trade Union Confederation, conforms to wage levels set in previous agreements within the Swedish industry agreement. This reinforces its norm-setting role in the 2011–2012 wage bargaining round.
In PT, during the past years, the public administration has assumed increasingly the role of a pace setter in wage setting. The recent drastic cuts in remunerations paid in the public administration have not been transferred one-to-one to the private sector, but they have strongly influenced the climate of wage bargaining in the private sector.


Involvement of SPs/change of CB
ES: Decentralisation: The government’s reform of collective bargaining (ES1107011I) envisages a change in the structure of collective bargaining, giving greater priority to company-level agreements over multi-employer and provincial level agreements.
HU: until 2010 at the National Council for the Reconciliation of Interests (OÉT) the government agreed with employers and unions on a nominal overall gross wage increase. In 2011 the government has stopped consulting unions and employers on minimum wage, and the National Economic and Social Council (NGTT) can only make recommendations concerning the wages (HU1107021I). loss of autonomous wage setting in public sector (by law)
GR The minimum monthly and daily wage has been set at national level by the National General Collective Agreement, which is signed by the most representative third-level trade union (GSEE) and employer organizations (SEV, ESEE, GSEVEE) and has the force of law.  Following the enactment of Law 4024/2012, the minimum wage in Greece is fixed by the State. Now business level Cas can have less favourable conditions than higher level agreements. Increase in the number of these “flexible contracts”. Memorandum 2: Minimum wages cut, change in the arbitration process. 
RO: The new legislation has abolished the national unique collective agreement as a reference point for collective bargaining at all levels RO1107029I.  Collective agreements, which could previously be negotiated for each branch of the national economy (32 branches), have been replaced by sectoral collective agreements. 

Changes before 2011
IE: Pre-crisis: 1. National/intersectoral agreements; Now: decentralisation – company level. Sectoral agreement mechanisms to be revised.





Company level

Sector level

National level
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Centralisation and decentralisation Centralisation and decentralisation 
in IR trends during the crisisin IR trends during the crisis

Source: Eurofound 2013a



• ES


 
2 reforms of the CB system implemented since the crisis



 
main aims of both these reforms has been
- to encourage internal flexibility and 
- to promote CAs at company as opposed to sectoral level 



 
expected trend towards more decentralisation 



 
allows companies to opt out of CB if the enterprise records a drop in 
its revenues or sales during six consecutive months



 
changes to the non-renewal of CA can occur since the new regulation 
stipulates that a CA ceases to be in force one year after its completion

3.2 Impact on IR: processes3.2 Impact on IR: processes
decentralisation of CBdecentralisation of CB

PROCESSES



• EL: vast dismantling of  CB


 
possibility to sign enterprise-level CA agreements with  less 
favourable content than in industry wide CA



 
minimum wage is reduced by 22% (by 32% for people under 25 
years) by law at the expense of the national CA

• PT: in 2011, Ministry of Labour published 200 CA covering 1.2 
million workers; in 2012: coverage dropped to 328.000 


 
no. of sector and multi employer CA dropped dramatically the 
last 4 years, in particular in 2012 



 
decrease of company agreements continued its decline since 
2008



 
in 2011 extension of CA came to a standstill

Impact on IR: processesImpact on IR: processes
decentralisation of CBdecentralisation of CB

PROCESSES
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Presentation Notes
Number of sectoral agremements dropped in a variety of sectors as well as at company level



• IE: social partnership collapsed as a result of the crisis



 
under the National Recovery Plan (2011-14 ) Gov. undertook to review 
of  the Registered Employment Agreements (REAs) and Employment 
Regulation Orders (EROs)



 
minimum rates of pay are agreed  the Joint Labour Committees (JLCs) 
and are given force of law in Employment Regulation Orders (EROs)



 
Registered Employment Agreements (REAs) are minimum rates of 
pay and conditions agreed between employers and unions in a sector or 
enterprise
registered with the Labour Court > legally binding
exist in sectors (e.g. construction and electrical contracting)

Impact on IR: processesImpact on IR: processes
decentralisation of CBdecentralisation of CB

PROCESSES
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The Industrial Relations (Amendment) Act 2012 reforming the Joint Labour Committees and Registered Employment Agreements (REAs) wage-setting mechanisms came into force on 1 August 2012.
The Act's provisions include:
JLCs will have the power to set a basic adult rate and 2 additional higher rates
Companies may seek exemption from paying ERO and REA rates due to financial difficulty
JLCs will no longer set Sunday premium rates. A new Code of Practice on Sunday working is to be prepared by the Labour Relations Commission
When setting rates JLCs will have to take into accounts factors such as competitiveness and rates of employment and unemployment
Other reforms, which do not need legislative change, include reducing the number of JLCs to 6 and standardising benefits such as overtime through a nationally agreed protocol or Code of Practice.






• IT


 
Fiat’s exit from Confindustria and the implementation of a separate IR 
system based on a first-level group-wide CA



 
intersectoral agreement on representativeness and derogations 
from industry-wide bargaining signed in June 2011 by Confindustria, 
CGIL, CISL and UI



 
first represents a relevant break-away from the traditional IR 
pattern of prevalent sectoral CB



 
second shows the capacity of the major Italian IR actors to cope with 
the challenges of decentralised CB

Impact on IR: processesImpact on IR: processes
decentralisation of CBdecentralisation of CB

PROCESSES



• FI


 
recentralisation of CB, i.e. 2007/08  trend of decentralisation from 
national to sectoral > reversed > only MS



 
2011 national wage settlement agreement

• FR


 
sectoral CB strong during crisis, yet less quality (decline in min. 
pay, more concession bargaining)

Impact on IR: processesImpact on IR: processes
recentralisation of / stable CBrecentralisation of / stable CB

PROCESSES
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less quality implies more concession bargaining, e.g. decline in minimum pay



• AT: first strike in metal sector since 25 years

• DK: declined because of the crisis

• EE: strikes increased

• PT: 4 general strikes 2010-2012

• SI: mass demonstrations at national level 


 
2011 most strike intense year since independence

• UK


 
TU in public sector threaten to take industrial action (2013) if 
talks with the government on pay increases fail 

Impact on IR: processesImpact on IR: processes
industrial action industrial action 

PROCESSES



• EL


 
elimination unilateral recourse to arbitration if mediation fails



 
role of arbitration limited to disputes around the minimum wage 
threshold per bargaining level

• IE: new two tier structure
• SI: no. of breaches of CA risen from 462/year (2007) to 2,596 in 

2010.

• UK


 
no. of collective disputes referred to ACAS increased by 15% 
between 2010–2011



 
legislative plans to encourage the use of ‘settlement agreements’ 
to terminate employment relationships without recourse to an 
employment tribunal

Impact on IR: processesImpact on IR: processes
dispute resolutiondispute resolution

PROCESSES
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Elimination of the ability to seek unilateral recourse to arbitration if mediation fails.    

The result of this development is further restriction of the role of arbitration in providing final resolution to collective disputes, leaving the manner of their resolution in limbo and enhancing the insecurity of employees.  Moreover, from this point on arbitration is stripped of its power to cover the entire collective dispute and is limited to the minimum wage threshold per bargaining level. These developments discourage employees from seeking arbitration since even if accepted by the employer, it only deals with the minimum wage leaving the framework of allowances, institutional issues and the entire content of achievements of prior collective regulations in a state of uncertainty.   These measures promote signing of collective agreements by the unions under conditions of intense pressure.  
 




• CY


 
employers advocating longer duration of  CAs



 
TUs a shorter duration

• DE


 
longer duration of CAs

• DK


 
shorter CA

• ES


 
new legislation now stipulates that CAs will cease to be 
in force one year after they have expired. 

Impact on IR: outcomesImpact on IR: outcomes
length of agreementslength of agreements

OUTCOMES



““AverageAverage”” collectively agreed pay 2011 collectively agreed pay 2011 –– 20122012 
nominal and real terms nominal and real terms –– from databasesfrom databases

Source: EIRO national reports, various national databases, see report for more 
details (Eurofound 2013b) OUTCOMES



Outcomes of pay indexation mechanismsOutcomes of pay indexation mechanisms

Source: EIRO national reports, see report for more details. (Eurofound 2013b)

OUTCOMES
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Belgium, pay indexation (Background paper on wage indexation, 2009):

On the whole, indexing means that for every 2% rise in the cost of living, there is an automatic increase of 2% in pay.
However, each sectoral collective agreement implements the indexation in a different manner, leading to a rather
complex indexing system.

Most recent country profile – info:
….pay and social security benefits are linked to the consumer price index. Each (sector) collective agreement normally has its own particular way of implementing this ‘indexation’ mechanism in the wage-setting system. As a result, the indexation has developed into a rather complex system that prevents downward tendencies in the Belgian real wages in terms of purchasing power. The state tries to balance this ‘automatic’ indexation of wages with a tight law on monitoring and intervention in the wage-setting system. The forecast weighted growth of foreign hourly labour costs in national currency (to be understood as a weighted average for France, Germany and the Netherlands) now acts as an upper limit for wage negotiations at all levels (macro; sector; firm), the lower limit remaining, as before, the automatic price indexation of wages, plus wage drift. In practice, the law has mainly worked in a preventive way as a kind of ‘big stick’.
However, employers’ organisations consider that ‘automatic indexation’ is a disadvantage for the country and its competiveness in Europe.




Outcomes of paceOutcomes of pace--setting agreementssetting agreements

Source: EIRO national reports, various sectoral agreements, see report for more 
details. (Eurofound 2013b) OUTCOMES



Outcomes of central agreementsOutcomes of central agreements

Source: EIRO national reports, various sectoral agreements, see report for more 
details. (Eurofound 2013b) OUTCOMES



Impact on IR: outcomesImpact on IR: outcomes
pay provisionspay provisions

OUTCOMES

Outcomes of pay setting/bargaining in the local Outcomes of pay setting/bargaining in the local 
government sector 2012 government sector 2012 

Source: EIRO national reports, various sectoral agreements, see report for more 
details. (Eurofound 2013b)
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pay freezes in public admin (here: local governments as part of public admin in many countries)  are continuing

Information from the CAR on Impact on IR in the crisis:

AT
lower wage increases / freeze in public sector (2013)

CY
lower levels of agreed pay 2010-2012

DE
TU wage restraint
DK
wage freeze
Public sector pay decrease via adjustment system
HU
pay freezes

IE
public sector pension levy (7% levy on the after-tax pay)
pay cuts of between 5% and 15% 
LT
reduction in pensions, unemployment benefits, public sector pay (by 4-12%)
freeze of minimum wage

PT
in 2011 collectively agreed nominal pay increases in the private sector  resulted in a growth of real wages by 0.3%
Minister of Labour opted for a partial increase of minimum wage from €475 to €485

UK
pay freeze in the public sector has generated a considerable amount of unrest among trade unions

UK
in June 2010, the UK gov. brought in an emergency budget 
included a provision under which pay for workers in the public sector earning more than €25K a year was frozen for a 2 years
TU are campaigning for the end of the pay freeze in 2013  
Gov. announced that adult rate of the National Minimum Wage (NMW) would rise by 1.8% 
unprecedented step of freezing rates for workers aged 16 to 20






• DE


 
new forms of work organisation >  STW

• LT


 
shorter WT/unpaid leave

• UK


 
WERS 2011 & EWCS



 
increase in workload (29%), work reorganisation (19%), and 
restrictions on access to training (12%) 

Impact on IR: outcomesImpact on IR: outcomes
working time / work organisationworking time / work organisation

OUTCOMES



Impact of the crisis IR actorsImpact of the crisis IR actors

Impact Countries
Reorganisation of public actors and 
bodies

HU, IE, LU, RO

Decline in trade union density CY, BG, DK, EE, LT, LV, SE, SI, SK, 
UK

Halt in trade union density 
decline/increase in trade union density

AT, CZ, DE, EE (for transport), LT

Changes to membership of employer 
bodies

CY (increase), DE (increase in 
members not bound by CA), LT (first 
decline, followed increase)

Decreasing influence and visibility BE, DK, HU, IE, LV, NL
Increased cooperation between the 
social partners

DE, HU, LT, NL

Emergence of new social movements ES, EL, SI

Source: EIRO national reports 2013.

ACTORS - SUMMARY



Impact of the crisis IR processesImpact of the crisis IR processes
Impact Countries
Decentralisation/change of CB 
patterns/
vs.
Recentralisation of CB

AT, BG, CY, DE, ES, EL, IE, IT, 
LT, LV, RO, SE, SI,  SK
BE, FI

Changes to minimum wages (e.g. 
cuts, freezes, unilateral government 
decisions)

CZ, DK, EL, FR, HU, IE, LT, LV, 
RO, PL, PT, SI, UK

Debate on/changes to wage 
indexation

BE, CY, ES, LU, MT

Changes to extension mechanisms PT, SK
Introduction of/increase in opening 
clauses

AT, BG, DE, ES, IT, SE, SI,

Organisation of protests and strike 
action

AT, CY, CZ, EE, EL, LT, PT, SI, 
UK

Changes or planned changes to 
dispute resolution

EL, ES, IE, SI, UK PROCESSES - 
SUMMARY



Impact of the crisis on IR outcomesImpact of the crisis on IR outcomes

Impact Countries
Inconclusive outcomes BG, CY, CZ ES, MT, NL

Decrease in number of agreements CY, CZ, EE, LV, MT, PT, RO, SI

Increase in duration of agreements DE

Decrease in duration of agreements BG, DK, SE

Decrease in the level of pay increases AT, ES, FI, NL

Pay pauses or freezes AT, DE, HU, LT, SI, UK

Pay cuts EL, HU, IE, LT

Cuts to bonuses BG, HU
Non-renewal of agreements BG, CY, EE, ES

Working time reduction/short-time working AT, DE, HU, LT, NL
OUTCOMES – 

SUMMARY



Impact of the crisis on industrial 
relations – overall assessment

Very severe

Severe

Not very severe

Not severe at all

No info

Source: Eurofound 2013a



6. Crisis vs. megatrends6. Crisis vs. megatrends

Trend Origin
Restructuring of actors Megatrend
Decline in trade union density Megatrend
Public Sector Reform Megatrend 
Decentralisation of collective bargaining Megatrend (crisis 

accelerated)
Increase in opt-out clauses Crisis-induced trend
Increase in opening clauses Crisis-induced trend
Decrease of extensions Crisis-induced trend
Shorter duration of collective agreements Crisis-induced trend
Drop in volume of bargaining Crisis-induced trend
Drop in quality of bargaining Crisis-induced trend
Shorter continuation of CAs Crisis-induced trend
Reforms in wage-setting mechanisms Crisis-induced trend
More adversarial industrial relations Crisis-induced trend

Source: EIRO 2013



Thank you for your interest!
•Further information: David Foden 
dfo@eurofound.europa.eu

•Eurofound 2013a, forthcoming, Andrea Broughton: Impact of the crisis on 
industrial relations.
•Eurofound 2013b, forthcoming, Christine Aumayr-Pintar and Karel Fric, 
Developments in collectively agreed pay.
•Eurofound 2013c, Christine Aumayr-Pintar, Jorge Cabrita and David Foden, 
Wages: A working conditions and industrial relations perspective

mailto:dfo@eurofound.europa.eu
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